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Get Ready to… Travel the World!   
Imagine walking into your gym and seeing this!  
 
The Earth Balloon will visit your School soon. You 
and your classmates will also meet one of our 
Naturalists who will teach you lots of interesting 
facts about the Earth.  A naturalist is an educator 
who has studied many topics about nature.  
 
This Guide will help you learn about geography 
and our planet’s oceans and continents and…. 
so much more! 
 
The Earth Balloon: What is it?  
 

You may have seen a globe like the one at left on your teacher’s desk 
or in the library. A globe is a model of the Earth, just like the Earth 
Balloon. But a globe is something you can hold in your hands and spin 
on its axis to see all of the land and water features. 
 
Not so for the Earth Balloon! First of all, is it huge… giant… some 
would say even humongous! It is so big that it may touch the ceiling 
of your Gym or All Purpose Room!  And instead of spinning it on its 
axis – you will need to walk around it to see the entire Earth.  You 
may not be able to see the North Pole unless your Naturalist deflates 

it a little or you are able to climb the bleachers in your Gym. And, if you want to see 
Antarctica, you will need to go inside!  
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Some quick facts about the Earth Balloon: 
• 19 foot in diameter  
• A fan is used to keep it inflated 
• The images of the water and land features come from satellite photos 
• Made of 24 panels to represent time zones. 
• Scale: 1 inch = 34 miles. 
• Entrance zipper is positioned on the International Date Line. 
 



What is Geography? 
 
By studying the Earth Balloon, you are really studying geography. 
Some people think that geography is just learning about the 
location of countries and states and their capitals. But it is much 
more! While you naturalist points out the physical or land 
features, he or she will also be discussing: 

• How do they affect where people live? 
• What changes are going on in our World? 
• The habitats where different species live and the 

adaptations that allow them to live there. 
 
What Land Features Will You See During Your Visit  
to the Earth Balloon?  
 
Your naturalist will point out many different land features on the  
Earth Balloon. You will be able to see mountain ranges, lakes, rivers  
deserts and even deep ocean ridges! Here are some geography terms to learn: 

 

 
You can tell how big a continent, or lake, or mountain range is by knowing the scale of the 

map or model you are using. 
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Graphic from National Geographic 
Education: “What is Geography?” 

http://education.nationalgeographic.com/rcplayer/?/edu/get_article_rc_xml/13042.xml?ar_a=1


What is Scale? 
 
The scale on a map or model compares its size to the size of the "real" thing. Scale makes it 
possible to use a map or model to represent a vehicle, a building, town, country, or in the case 
of the Earth Balloon, the Earth.  Toys are created to a scale, too! Here are some examples: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   

 
 
    

The Earth Balloon is made to a scale where 1 inch equals 34 miles. If we used this 
same scale then: 

If you stand next to the Earth Balloon barely touching 
it with your nose (1/8 inch away) then you will see what a 
commercial pilot sees when he is flying 35,000 feet (6 miles) 
above the Earth! 
 

 
 If you step back so that you are 5 inches away from the 

surface of the Earth Balloon, you will see what an Astronaut sees 
from the International Space Station 220 miles above the Earth! 
 

            If you walk 57 feet away 
from the Earth Balloon, that is                                              
what you would see a from a                                                    
TV or weather satellite, which is 
really 23,400 miles away! 
 
             Imagine you are on the 
Moon by standing 570 feet 
away from the Earth Balloon.    
Actually, the Moon is 238,900  

      miles away! 
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This model car is made to a 1:18 Scale which 
means a real car would be 18 X bigger. 
 

Fashion dolls, 
like Barbie are 
made to a 1:6 
Scale which 
means 1 foot 
equals 6 feet 
in the “real 
world.” 

http://www.barbiecollector.com/shop/doll/barbie-entrepreneur-doll-hispanic-ccj45
http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.intelligent-aerospace.com/content/ias/en/articles/2013/09/delta-1941-diverted/_jcr_content/leftcolumn/article/headerimage.img.jpg/1379696138072.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.intelligent-aerospace.com/articles/2013/09/delta-1941-diverted.html&h=200&w=465&tbnid=blzosg_sxjRONM:&zoom=1&docid=o7mOc-dr4ykoiM&ei=D-6yU8-GPMXKhAfnoIG4DA&tbm=isch&ved=0CDAQMygSMBI&iact=rc&uact=3&dur=781&page=1&start=0&ndsp=20


We get to go inside, too? YES! 
 

Your naturalist will lead you inside the Earth Balloon 
through a zipper that is positioned along the International 
Dateline! This is an imaginary line on the surface of the 
Earth that runs from the north to the south poles and 
separates one calendar day from the next.  
 
You may also notice that the Earth Balloon is made up of 
24 panels. These sections represent the different time 
zones. And, once inside…you will be standing on the 7th 
continent: Antarctica! 
 
Did you ever notice that the continents look like 
they would fit together like a giant jig saw puzzle? 
 

When you are inside, 
you may also discuss 
continental drift and plate tectonics.  Most scientists 
believe that the world was once made up of a single 
super-continent that they have named Pangea.   
 
Over millions of years  
this single content began 
breaking up and drifted 

apart, forming the seven continents we have today.  
 
The crust of our Earth is made up of geologic plates that float over 
the inner mantle. That means that the continents continue to drift.  

 
Scientists can actually measure this 
movement. They have discovered 
that the Atlantic Ocean is slowing 
growing a little bit each year 
because of the deep Mid-Atlantic 
Ridge is getting wider. They estimate 
that is widening at the rate of 5 
centimeters per year!  

 
Look for it on the Earth Balloon. It will look like a giant undersea 
mountain range. 
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Pangea 

http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.english-online.at/science/geologic-history-of-the-earth/crust-mantle-core.gif&imgrefurl=http://www.english-online.at/science/geologic-history-of-the-earth/geologic-eras-of-the-earths-history.htm&h=277&w=368&tbnid=ancUVNRwE_a4pM:&zoom=1&docid=n5cSTuoHH_J5LM&ei=ht6-U53cFNDLsATcu4LgAQ&tbm=isch&ved=0CC0QMygPMA8&iact=rc&uact=3&dur=820&page=2&start=15&ndsp=20


The Ecosystems of 
Planet Earth 
 
Why do animals and 
plants live where they 
do? It is all about what 
they need to survive. Both 
animals and plants have 
adaptations that allow 
them to live in their 
special place or habitat. 
 
Your naturalist will show 
you places on the Earth 
Balloon that have many 
harsh or unique 
conditions.  

Graphic from: www.exploringnature.com 
 
Why do people live where they do? You will also explore places on the Earth Balloon where 
you can find the highest mountains, the longest rivers and the deepest oceans. You will also 
discover places that are known to be the hottest…the coldest…the driest…and the wettest! 
 
We live in a temperate climate. We have four seasons – 
winter, spring, summer and fall. Compared to other 
areas of our Earth, we enjoy moderate temperatures  
though we may get some cold winters or hot summers.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
We hope you enjoy your “World Tour!” 
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In Siberia, the winter temperature can drop 
to -60C, making it one of the coldest places 
to live in the world. Getting dressed for the 
extreme cold can take up to 15 minutes!  

 

Think About it!  
What do you think it would be like to live in the 
extreme places of our Earth? What would YOU need 
to be able to live in the harsh areas of our Planet? 
 

http://www.exploringnature.com/
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Non-discrimination Statement Nassau BOCES advises students, parents, employees and the general public 
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